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Association and National Staff  Development Council and has written for numerous 
publications on organisation.
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Seminar Outcomes

 
 Feedback

 From the science of cybernetics: 

 In practice: past behavior delivered in the present future behavior.

 Instructional supervision is a feedback relationship between two systems: what a supervisor attends to and how the      

 The paradox of feedback: 

 And:

   have any success.

 • Feedback is a collaborative process which one person cannot sustain alone.

 Adapted from, What Did You Say?: The Art of Giving and  Receiving Feedback.  Charles N. Seashore, 

• To consider our roles, responsibilities and intentions as growth agents.

   coaching, collaborating and consulting.

   learning with colleagues.
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Who we are as mentors, how we mentor and what we mentor about are essential to meeting the current

they must be connected. Balancing these three elements energizes growth and learning. Support alone will 

beneath us but not the road ahead.  
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Offering Support

physical, technical and institutional. Sometimes the collegue needs a 

may be physical—perhaps tackling the room arrangement, moving desks 
and setting up meeting space, or creating a special  wall displays, or 

communications that establish rapport and support thinking.

concerns.

Support

• Emotional

• Physical

• Technical

• Institutional

Technical Support includes: 

• Time management tips

• Technology strategies 

• Assessment strategies       

• Ideas for establishing  
management routines  

• Project design

• Project planning

Institutional Support includes:

• Staff evaluation procedures

• Resource acquisition 
procedures

• Discipline policies for staff

• Current local initiatives

• Leave or attendance policies
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Challenge

• Goal-driven

• Data-focused

• Thought-provoking

Creating Challenge

own practice.  

readiness and local values. 

challenges that promote continual attention to improvement in practice.  

conversations.

relationships.

• Actively engaging protégés in problem-solving and decision-

options and generating solutions.

• Building connections between current theory and board and work 
group practice.
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Facilitating Professional Vision

our working. Facilitating vision is cumulative and developmental.

achieved by:

able to do.

organizational development that are broader than one activity or 
event

within work groups (e.g., committee work, interdisciplinary 

we know how to be.

Again, our continual attention to balancing support with challenge, 

We don't learn to work; 

We learn from our working.

Facilitating vision

• High expectations for  
self and colleagues

• Lifelong learning

• Professional identity
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A Continuum of Learning-Focused Interaction

Skilled mentors operate across a continuum of interaction to support 
learning for their colleagues. Within learning-focused conversations, 

their capacities for engaging in productive collegial relationships. 

Versatility across this continuum supports response patterns that are 

and analysis. At other times, coaching, or the nonjudgmental mediation 
of thinking and decision-making, is the most productive option for 

and clarity of outcomes, are critical to success. Skillful application 
of communication patterns across the continuum of learning-focused 

Three Stances: Consulting, Collaborating, Coaching

analysis regarding such elements as planned goals and actual outcomes 

protégé produces the information and analyzes the gaps as the mentor 
paraphrases and inquires to enlarge perspectives and clarify details.

CONSULT • from the Latin 

or take counsel. This moves 
beyond simple advice giving. 
To offer counsel as a mentor 

COLLABORATE • from the Latin 

work together. As a mentor, 
this means creating a space 
for true, shared idea genera-

-

control, so the protégé has 
room and an invitation to fully 
participate as an equal.

COACH -

after Kocs, a town in Hunga-

built. A mentor as a coach is 
a vehicle for transporting a 
valued colleague from one 
place to another. It is the pro-

coach is a guide and support 
system.
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To Consult

completing personnel forms and ordering materials.

Some Strategies to Use When Consulting

Offer a Menu
If one idea is useful, several are even more effective. Suggesting multiple options when planning or problem-
solving (we suggest at least three) provides information and support while leaving the choice making, and the 
responsibility for making that choice, with your colleague. This might sound like: “Given your concerns about 
developing meaningful homework assignments, here are three options to consider....”

Think Aloud
JJust as in instructional problem solving or modeling strategic reading strategies for students, sharing the thought 
process along with a solution or idea enhances the learning and maximizes the likelihood of transfer to future 
applications. This might sound like: 

instructional building blocks that will help develop essential understandings. So, in this case, you might look at 
ways to scaffold your students’ understandings of these objectives.”

CONSULT COLLABORATE COACH
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Think Aloud
JJust as in instructional problem solving or modeling strategic reading strategies for students, sharing the thought process along 
with a solution or idea enhances the learning and maximizes the likelihood of transfer to future applications. This might sound 
like: 

understandings. So, in this case, you might look at ways to scaffold your students’ understandings of these objectives.”

Share What, Why and How
When sharing expertise, an effective verbal pattern is describing the ‘what, why and how of an idea or suggestion. This might 
sound like: “Here is a strategy for addressing that issue (what); which is likely to be effective because (why); and this is how you 
might apply it (how). 

Refer to Research

drawn from credible sources that can be applied to the current situation. This might sound like: “The research on having students 
create graphic representations has been very consistent across grade levels and content areas. One application of those ideas to 
consider here would be to teach your students how to develop cause and effect diagrams to illustrate the important relationships in 
this history lesson.”

State A Principle of Practice

the principle, as well as the individual idea, in other situations. This might sound like: “An important principle of practice related to 
giving directions is to make sure you have students’ full attention before you give directions -- the big idea here is ‘Attention First’.”

Generate Categories

Ideas or solutions as categories provide a wider range of choice and a richer opportunity for learning than discrete strategies or 

partnering strategy. This approach is especially effective when categories are offered as a menu. This might sound like: “Several 
broad categories of successful classroom management include attention moves, establishing routines, maintaining momentum and 
developing effective transitions between activities.”

Name Causal Factors
Rather than suggesting potential solutions, it can be very productive to offer several factors that might be producing the problem. 
This option is particularly effective when working with experienced teachers. This might sound like: “There are several things that 
typically would produce that behavior (or result); for example _________, __________ or ___________.” Followed by a shift to 
a coaching stance to add: “Given what you know about your situation, what’s your hunch about which of these, if any, might be 

Consider an Alternative Point of View
Effective problem solving can be stimulated by an exploration of multiple perspectives. When idea generation bogs down, 
surfacing additional points of view can re-energize the conversation. For example offering thoughts on how parents might consider 
the issue, or administrators, or the students, and so on. This might sound like: “It is possible that your students are not perceiving 
the purposes of the new reward system in the ways that you had intended. It might be effective to consider their beliefs about 
motivational rewards.”

Reframe the Problem or Issue

considering alternative perspectives, reframing is changing the context or representation of a problem; including positive or useful 
aspects of the issue and alternative descriptions of the goal or approach to the problem. This might sound like: “There are several 
ways to think about classroom climate and culture. Typically teachers search for simple rules and fair consequnces to apply equally.  
Another approach might be to work from the inside out and support students in developing the self-management skills to be 
productive classroom citizens and contributing group members.”
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 To Collaborate

for the event or plan.

protégés time to think and prompting and encouraging idea production 

particular circumstance or event, a variety of ideas, potential solutions 

individual or group of students. 

BRAINSTORM

Some Strategies to Use 
When Collaborating 

• Brainstorm 
 Reasons 
 Ideas 
 Solutions 
 Interventions

• Co-Plan

• Become Study Buddies

• Conduct Action Research

• Explore Case Studies 
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learning and sharing.

research project deepens the learning potential and encourages a spirit of 

a professional vision as a life-long learner.  

ended nature of most cases offers a practice arena to consider the 

To Coach

Cognitive Coaching addresses the underlying thinking that drives the 

emotional operations, skillful coaches guide colleagues in accessing 
internal resources and developing capacities for self-directed learning. 

the internal resources of self-coaching for the protégé. Over time, the 

DESIGN AND CONDUCT  
ACTION RESEARCH

EXPLORE CASE STUDIES

BECOME STUDY BUDDIES

Some Strategies to Use 
When Coaching

• Maintain a Nonjudgmental 
Stance

• Inquire . . . about 
 Successes 
 Concerns 
 Issues 

 •  Copyright © MiraVia, LLC   www.miravia.com   •   
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Some Strategies to Use When Coaching

needs to discuss, using open-ended questions designed to produce 

thinking and invite choice. 

depending upon the mentor’s assessment of need. From a consultative 

relationships regarding performance.  

Flexibility in Stance

present moment.

protégé are initially much more important than anything you think might 

INQUIRE

REFLECT ON GOALS

MAINTAIN A  
NONJUDGMENTAL STANCE

 •  Copyright © MiraVia, LLC   www.miravia.com   •   
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framing and the naming of principles of practice, moving directly to 

continuum continues as needed throughout the conversation. 
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Learning-Focused Conversations

CONNECTIONS
• W

GENERALIZATIONS
• 

APPLICATIONS
• W
 begin this (meeting, presentation, issue, event,  

PERSONAL LEARNING

 

CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION
• When thinking about this (meeting, presentation,  

INFORMATION ABOUT THE EVENT
• W
 regarding this (meeting, presentation, issue,  

PRESENTING ISSUES/CONCERNS
• W

PERSPECTIVES AND PERCEPTIONS
• As we start to think about ____, what are some  

GOALS AND OUTCOMES
• 

INDICATORS AND EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS
• 

APPROACHES, STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES
• 

POTENTIAL CHOICE POINTS AND CONCERNS

A Template for  and
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Learning-Focused Conversations

A Template for  

CONNECTIONS
• W

GENERALIZATIONS
• 

APPLICATIONS
• What are some of the things that you are  

PERSONAL LEARNING
• What are some of the things you are learning  

CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION
• 

INFORMATION ABOUT THE EVENT
• 

PRESENTING ISSUES/CONCERNS
• 

PERSPECTIVES AND PERCEPTIONS
• What are some of the things you are noticing  

WEIGH PRIORITIES
• 

SEARCH FOR PATTERNS
• 

COMPARE/CONTRAST
• 

ANALYSE CAUSE-EFFECT RELATIONSHIPS
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